
『Weathering Fossil Shell Calcium Powder』

Hokkaido Yakumo Weathering Fossil Shell

Calcium without Calcium Paradox
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Weathering Kamionishiki fossil shell

White powder

1000～1300 mesh

Less than 3000pcs/g
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◎ Strengthen the bone and tooth

◎ Smoothen the function of muscle

◎ Stabilizing the mental condition

◎ Preventing osteoporosis 

◎ Supplements, drinks and processed food for joints.

Quantity

Storage condition

20kg

Keep in coo dry location, and avoid direct exposure to sunlight.

Mining

Mechanical sizing

Hand sorting

Washing

Drying

Spray drying

Hand sorting

Double bagged & transporting to powder plant

Sorting

Heat sterilization

Pulverising

Cooling

Packaging

Triple bagged & shipping with carton box 

 The Kuromatsunai fault of Hokkaido Yakumo-cho, 

fossil layer of Kamionishiki shell of about 20 

million years ago is exposed and keeping weather-

ing. Weathered shell is low in activity, because it 

has different crystals from ordinal rocks. (calcite 

/ calcite, this weathering shell aragonite / arago-

nite limestone usually) is valuable as calcium that 

does not cause so-called calcium paradox way of 

different crystals usually.  The mining of fossil 

weathering Kamionishiki shellfish, actively screen 

carefully, to the thermophilic bacteria treated with 

280 ℃, was the fine powder is the raw material.
■ Expected Function

■ Uses

■ Production Process

■ Quality Standard Compositions

■ Chemical analysis value（/100ｇ)

■ Shipping

□ Food　　□ Cosmetic
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■ Calcium without calcium paradox

The calcium paradox refers to the phenomenon that more calcium people take, the more calcium decreases in 

the bone. If 100 million of calcium is accumulated to the bone, 10,000 in the blood and one in cell is an ideal 

balance calcium. Various conditions rises when this balance is disrupted. If the person take the ionized calcium, its 

absorption speed into the body is fast, so the calcium cocentration in the blood rises temporarily and rapidly. Due 

to the presence of too much calcium in the blood, the brain commands to excrete the calcium from the body.  

This leads to a sharp reduction of calcium concentration in the blood. If the calcum concentration could settle in 

balance, it would be ideal after the reduction. However the inversion phenomenon that the calcium concentration 

in the blood is lowered than ideal level, because the amount of calcium is excreted more than necessary occurs.

When people ingest calcium, it wolud decrease from the body. This phenomenon is callled calcium paradox. The 

body compensates for a calcium deficiency by leaching calcium from bones when calcium paradox happens. It 

causes decrease in calcium concentration in the bone and various symptoms of clcium deficiency including osteo-

porosis. Calcium that does not cause calcium paradox is called non-active calcium, and it is not absorbed in the 

blood rapidly. Non-active calcium is said to be a good calcium, and ionized calcium is said to be a bad calcium. 

Weathering fossil shell calcium in town of Yakumo is typical non-actine = good calcium.

■ Calcium defficiency among Japanese

Ideal calcium intake is 600mg / day, however 

many Japanese could not take the required amount. 

Japanese soil contains larege amount of volcanic 

ash, and tend to be low in calcium. Decrease in the 

amount of fertilizer is also the cause of the calcium 

defficiency. In "Dietary Reference Intakes for 

Japanese" of the Ministry of Health, Labour and 

Welfare, calcium is the nutrients should be increased.
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